Fundamentals Of Nursing Care: Concepts, Connections & Skills (Clinical Anesthesia)
Synopsis

Also Available | Study Guide to Accompany Fundamentals of Nursing Care Skills Videos to Accompany Fundamentals of Nursing Care (2 DVDs) Various Packages Options  Think. Learn. Do. Take a fresh, new approach to nursing fundamentals with a true multimedia learning experience that teaches students how to think, learn, and do while they make the “connections” each step of the way. From the text with its bonus CD-ROM through the companion Study Guide to the wealth of e-learning resources online at DavisPlus, it meets the needs of today’s students and today’s courses. A practical, student-oriented focus with geriatric content throughout helps them to master safe and effective nursing care by developing the critical thinking and problem solving skills they need to excel in clinical practice.
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Customer Reviews

I ordered this so I could study on my own before my LPN classes start. Book is great. Small amount of being shopworn (bent cover) but no big deal. It did contain the DVD, unopened. I have not opened it yet, so I can’t say if it works, but I would assume it’s fine. With the book itself, I like that it has short quizzes at the end of each chapter. Great for self study! I would recommend this book.

Beware. The book I received had pages that were black and white and the cover did not include the same print as in the photo here. There was no information in the description notifying me of this. Your school may require it. And there are resourceful tools you will not have access to.
I use this book everyday. It's very easy to understand, and has great examples for the beginner. Use the code in the book for access to the test bank, which helps you gear your mind for the type of wording used in the field of nursing.

I've only had this book 12 weeks and the spine is coming apart. I don't use my book so religiously that it should be doing this, especially so early on...slowly but surely, it looks like it's coming apart completely, which is unfortunate, because I still have three more semesters to go.

I received the book it's in fair condition however the disc is not in the book. I would like the disc as well thank you.

The book came in time, it was in great shape and was very pleased. I will definitely use this site again

I was please with my order. The book is in a good condition.
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